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Insight for Industry – Arizona Investigation of Value and Cost of DG
Timely as States and Utilities Seek NEM Reforms
On October 20, 2015, the Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC) voted to
investigate the value and cost of distributed generation (DG) in one generic
docket, in order to address issues over reimbursements for DG through net
energy metering (NEM). NEM is a billing mechanism for electric utility
customers with grid-connected DG, allowing customer generators to exchange
excess generation for kWh and/or financial credits. While solar advocates are
focused on preserving NEM, which has facilitated significant expansion of solar
energy through on-site generation, utilities are seeking methods to reduce
rates or add charges to generators, in order to avoid shifting grid maintenance
costs to non-DG customers. The ACC’s decision was provoked by a recent
request from Arizona Public Service (APS), the state’s investor-owned utility
(IOU), for a separate proceeding to evaluate solar cost of service (COS) after its
request to reset solar fees for customer generators was declined.
NEM has expanded to 44 states and 4 U.S. territories and has been a core
enabler of most state distributed solar generation along with federal, state,
and utility incentives. It has also played a crucial role in helping states meet
their renewable energy targets and environmental objectives. NEM also forms
a suitable compliance strategy for states preparing meet emissions reduction
requirements under the Clean Power Plan (CPP), which sets the first emission
guidelines for fossil fuel-fired power plants.

NEM forms a suitable
compliance strategy for states
preparing meet emissions
reduction requirements under
the Clean Power Plan (CPP),
which sets the first emission
guidelines for fossil fuel-fired
power plants

NEM policies have facilitated the expansion of renewable energy primarily
through customer-sited generation. Increasing numbers of utility customers
are using NEM to sell excess electricity to a utility at a retail rate and receive
credit on their bill to offset a part of their electricity consumption, thereby
reducing the amount of electricity purchased from a utility. Several states and
utilities are reviewing their NEM policies to expand the program by increasing
aggregate caps, modifying capacity limits, or allowing meter aggregation or
virtual net metering, while some are seeking alternatives to ensure that
customer-generators have a reasonable share in infrastructure costs (Figure 1).
Figure 1 - State Actions on Net Energy Metering in 2015
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Several states and utilities are
reviewing their NEM policies to
expand the program by
increasing aggregate caps,
modifying capacity limits, or
allowing meter aggregation or
virtual net metering, while
some are seeking alternatives
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Arizona Corporation Commission Opens New Docket to Determine
Value and Cost of Solar
The ACC decided to end investigation on the APS proposal to reset fees for
solar owners and opened a generic docket to address both the value and cost
of solar (VOS and COS) to determine whether to retain retail NEM or replace
the policy and impose additional fees on solar owners. The APS and Tucson
Electric Power (TEP) have raised concerns regarding reimbursement for
customer generators who send excess energy to the grid, arguing that NEM
reduces their revenues and burdens non-solar customers with unfair costs
incurred for grid maintenance. NEM allows customer generators to receive
credit for the excess power they export to the grid from their rooftop panels at
the full retail rate of electricity. This policy has been vital to the growth of the
residential and commercial photovoltaic market in booming solar states, such
as California and Arizona (Figure 2).

Utilities argue that NEM
reduces their revenues and
burdens non-solar customers
with unfair costs incurred for
grid maintenance

Figure 2 – 2014 Top Ten States for Cumulative Solar PV Capacity (MW)
Installed (Utility, Nonresidential, and Residential Installations)

Source: SEIA

In November 2013, the APS requested approval of its net metering cost shift
solution seeking to impose extra charges on customers with DG, based on a
finding that its existing rate design allows DG customers to avoid paying fixed
costs of approximately $67 per month, which is unfairly shifted to, and
ultimately paid by, non-DG customers. The ACC approved the APS’ proposal to
impose extra charges, called Lost Fixed Cost Recovery (LCFR) adjustment, of
$0.70/kW (approximately $5 per month for a 7kW system) to customers
installing rooftop solar, effective January 2014.
In April, APS requested that the LFCR Adjustment be reset to $3/kW
(approximately $21/month for a 7 kW system). APS explained that the reset
EnerKnol, Inc. All rights reserved.
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would make incremental progress in addressing the increasing cost shift to
non-solar customers, stating that since the November 2013 decision, 7,800 DG
systems were installed in APS’s service territory – more than in any year –
increasing the cost shift by $6.3 million. However, the ACC noted that the
proceeding would be a short term fix and decided to address the rate design
issue more holistically. Subsequently, in September, APS offered to forgo its
request to reset the LCFR and sought a hearing to move forward with COS
issues only, with a separate docket to address VOS to guide resource planning
to inform its 2016 rate case.

Arizona’s NEM Decisions Could Set Precedent for State Policies to
Offset Utility Revenue Losses and Unfair Cost Share from Increasing
Solar
As increasing levels of distributed solar generation burdens grid equipment
and aging infrastructure, several states and utilities are reviewing their NEM
policies with proposals to expand or revise programs, or devise alternatives.
NEM changes are also driven by increasing concerns that current NEM rate
structures could result in customer generators bearing less than their
reasonable share of grid maintenance costs. While states with lower DG
penetration have increased the annual NEM capacity threshold, others in the
forefront of DG, such as Hawaii, have either started or are currently
considering transitioning away from NEM as a compensation mechanism (see
Figure 3).










California PUC is developing net metering successor tariffs and
policies pursuant to AB 327, which was enacted in 2013 establishing
a standard contract or tariff for eligible customer-generators in each
IOU service territory once net metering is no longer available; IOUs
must make net metering available until they reach the capacity limit
or July 1, 2017, whichever comes first, after which, the standard
contract or tariff is made available for new customer generators
New York PSC is addressing net metering as part of the Reforming
the Energy Vision (REV) proceeding and has ordered utilities to
accept all interconnection applications and continue to interconnect
net metered generation without measuring the DG capacity until
REV proceedings set values for distributed energy resources
Maine PUC is required to develop an alternative policy to its net
energy billing, pursuant to a directive from the state legislature, to
ensure fixed, long-term DG compensation mechanisms and provide
the best price for ratepayers using market-based or capacity-based
mechanisms
New Jersey has enacted legislation (SB 2420) which authorizes the
state’s Board of Public Utilities to raise net metering capacity
threshold to 2.9 percent of total annual kilowatt-hours sold in state;
the state has long surpassed the previous 2.5 percent trigger level
Nevada has enacted legislation (SB 374) which changes the
aggregate capacity limit for net metering from 3 percent of the total
peak capacity for all utilities to a flat cap of 235 MW and requires the
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development of a new net metering tariff to replace the current
tariff after the 235 MW cap has been met
Mississippi has proposed net metering rules (Docket No. 2011-AD002) seeking public comments on a wide range of net metering and
interconnection issues
Missouri has released a State Plan including recommendations to
increase net metering system size limits
Hawaii PUC has issued an order (Docket No. 2014-0192) that caps
NEM at existing levels and creates new options for future
investments in rooftop solar and DG, stating that a transition away
from NEM is essential to ensure benefits to all customers and not
just customers who have the ability to install solar PV or other forms
of DG, despite extraordinary success of NEM
Pennsylvania PUC has proposed a net metering system size limitation
of 200 percent of load for on-site generation (Docket No. L-20142404361)

Figure 3 - Total Installed Solar Capacity Per Capita (watts/person), Top 10
States

Source: SEIA

As of March 2015, 44 states, Washington D.C., and four territories have NEM
policies. Additionally, utilities in three states—Idaho, South Carolina, and
Texas—have implemented NEM programs, with varying capacity limits, which
regulate the system size of net metered installations.
These can be determined by a kilowatt-based limit or a percentage limit. For
example, Arizona has no capacity limit but caps systems at 125 percent of a
customer’s total connected load. New Jersey and Ohio have NEM policies with
no capacity limit. Vermont, Virginia, and Wisconsin have set capacity limits of
up to 20 kW for residential customers, while New Mexico authorizes net
metering for up to 80 MW for IOUs and other certain utility types.
Approximately one-half of the states with NEM policies have capacity limits of
up to 1 MW. Capacity limits also vary depending on the type of utility,
EnerKnol, Inc. All rights reserved.
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customer, and technology. For example, New York has limits capacity based on
technologies, such as solar, wind, fuel cell, or combined he at and power (see
Figure 4 for a summary).
Figure 4 – Net Metering as of March 2015

Source: DSIRE

While conventional net metering connects a generating source to single meter,
the recent expansion of NEM policies allows generating sources to be
connected to multiple meters or multiple properties. Aggregated net metering,
virtual net metering, and community net metering have facilitated NEM for
new customer types, including renters, multi-unit residences, and multiproperty owners, who could not have benefitted from conventional NEM.
NEM policies help states meet their renewable energy requirements or targets
depending on the specific DG requirements of each state.

Aggregated net metering,
virtual net metering, and
community net metering have
facilitated NEM for new
customer types, including
renters, multi-unit residences,
and multi-property owners,
who could not have benefitted
from conventional NEM

State NEM policies use different approaches based on capacity limits, eligible
technology, renewable energy credit (REC) ownership, and credit retention.
For example, California defines NEM as a measure of the difference between
electricity supplied through the grid and the electricity generated and sent
back to the grid by an eligible customer-generator over a 12-month period.
Under Maine’s net energy billing, a customer and shared ownership customers
are billed on the basis of net energy over the current billing period considering
unused kilowatt-hour credits from the previous billing period.

Clearly Defined NEM Standards Facilitate Compliance Strategy to Meet
Clean Power Plan Obligations
Established NEM and other renewable energy policies, such as Renewable
Portfolio Standards (RPS) provide clearly-defined and practically enforceable
EnerKnol, Inc. All rights reserved.
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standards that could be part of a state compliance plan to meet obligations
under the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Clean Power Plan (CPP).
The EPA allows the use of DG, including customer-sited rooftop solar, to meet
compliance requirements with proper accounting and verification
requirements. The CPP establishes unique emission rate goals and mass
equivalents for each state to achieve an emissions reduction of 32 percent by
2030 relative to 2005 levels. In addition to efficiency improvements in affected
sources and increased generation from lower-emitting natural gas, the CPP
calls for shifting generation to new zero emitting renewables such as wind and
solar to reduce generation from existing coal-fired plants.
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The EPA allows the use of DG,
including customer-sited
rooftop solar, to meet
compliance requirements with
proper accounting and
verification requirements

To pursue a rate based goal, states can use emission rate credits (ERCs) based
on MWh generation available for eligible renewable energy generators in any
state with a rate-based goal. ERCs may be transferred or sold to an affected
EGU with a linked rate-based emission trading program to demonstrate
compliance. Most states use regional tracking systems to facilitate the
issuance, tracking, and retirement of renewable energy credits (RECs) for
compliance (Figure 5). The use of RECs, tracking systems, and relevant
protocols, including those requiring REC retirement, can help states ensure
that avoided emissions are permanent. The EPA notes that many state
renewable energy registries have provisions to monitor the MWh generation
which could meet CPP requirements, such as using a revenue quality meter.
Figure 5 – Renewable Energy Certificate Tracking Systems in North America

Source: DOE
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Under CPP, renewable energy installed in 2013 or after and produces power in
2022 can provide ERCs to help existing sources meet their emission standards.
To issue ERCs for renewable energy, rate‐based plans will need an appropriate
system for issuing ERCs that meet relevant requirements, such as the EM&V
requirements. After the ERC is issued, generators may transfer or sell the ERCs
freely on the market, and existing sources may use them for compliance.
Mass-based programs perform a similar function with program allowances.
The rule allows for interstate and international trading of renewable energy
generation.
Over the next year, states will be working with stakeholders to submit CPP
implementation plans and comments on EPA’s proposed federal
implementation plan and model rules. The EPA has expressed strong support
for market-based approaches to reduce emissions while granting states
significant flexibility to implement market options. The EPA expects states to
rely on existing clean energy programs to reduce emissions, highlighting that
50 states already have demand-side energy efficiency programs, 37 have RPS
or goals, 10 have emissions trading programs, and 25 have energy efficiency
standards or goals. To demonstrate compliance, states must be able to track
renewable generation to ensure that emissions reductions are non-duplicative
and quantifiable.

Value of Solar Tariff Gains Attention as a Mechanism to Decouple DG
payments from Retail Rates and Facilitate REC Tracking for
Environmental Compliance
Utilities’ interest in VOS tariff is likely to increase as it provides a mechanism to
decouple DG payments from retail rates, and reduce or eliminate crosssubsidization, where non-solar customers pay to support services used by
distributed solar customers. VOS intends to separate solar production from
consumption, while ensuring that all electric customers pay for their share of
the electric grid. It intends to provide compensation for the real value
provided by solar installations to the electric system. VOS values represent
avoided costs to the utility and the overall system, such as avoided
transmission and distribution services, as well as the costs of incorporating
solar into the system.

VOS intends to separate solar
production from consumption,
while ensuring that all electric
customers pay for their share
of the electric grid

DG is considered to be economically viable, if the levelized cost of electricity,
the dollar cost per MWh at which solar can be deployed, is lower than (or
equal to) electricity costs avoided by the customer. Over time, declining solar
costs are expected to reduce the need for incentives as solar generation
becomes more price-competitive with retail electricity rates. With declining
solar costs, VOS mechanism is likely to gain increasing attention.
In 2012, Austin Energy, Texas was the first U.S. utility to enact a VOS
mechanism, aiming to provide fair compensation for solar generation, avoid
impacts of solar programs on non-solar customers, and enable the utility to
recover costs. The utility chose a buy-all sell-all program, so as to decouple
payments for solar generation from billing for customer electricity usage.
EnerKnol, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Austin Energy says it has successfully supported customer-sited solar while
ensuring utility revenue recovery and the avoidance of rate impacts on nonsolar customers.
In 2014, Minnesota became the first state to adopt a VOS formula that would
change the interaction between customer generators and their utilities. The
initiative allows IOUs to voluntarily apply to the Minnesota PUC to enact a
program instead of NEM. Favorable reports from Minnesota utilities can
impact other states looking for NEM alternatives.
While NEM policies have been responsible for expanding access to the benefits
of renewable energy, they have raised concerns of fairness, particularly with
regard to solar generation. While utilities argue that NEM policies add to the
demand on transmission and infrastructure without compensating for
maintenance costs, supporters contend that these policies supply peak
demand when energy is highly valuable, reduce transmission expenses, and
contribute to electric system reliability. Though electric users pay for the grid
and infrastructure maintenance through charges on their utility bills, net
metered customers’ purchases are trivial and inadvertently avoid such
charges. Several state legislatures and public utility commissions have begun
investigations on balancing customer demand for DG, taking into account the
impacts of advancing technologies on the grid and exploring means to
ascertain the actual costs and benefits to the utility. VOS tariffs could support
the evolving solar market by facilitating longer term contract and rate terms
with flexible design and implementation elements.

EnerKnol, Inc. All rights reserved.
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